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commentaries. He opens the sack, hauls out something vaguely
white and shapeless, and sets it on the counter where it knocks
hollowly with the sound of wood. This is a fox. I do not believe
that most women in Paris or New York would give very much
for a fox as it looks when it is put down on the counter" of an
Arctic store— grimy, yellowy white, covered with frozen blood.
The white man stands smiling while the Eskimo hunts round
in his mind. Finally, in a firm voice the Eskimo announces:
'Otekor-k! (Coal-oil.)
6 Ta-mar-mik? the white man asks.  (A whole fox worth?)
'Eh-ehF says the Eskimo, signifying yes.
The white man disappears for a moment and returns with
one or two tins of fuel, which he passes over the counter. He
disposes of the first fox, and the Eskimo brings forth another.
All this has been carefully planned in advance. The poorest
foxes are presented first; for if the white man should take it into
his head to insist upon the payment of an old debt, it will not
be the best skins that will be lost. But the white man seems not
to be thinking of the debt and is still smiling across the counter.
'Ti-pa-ko,' says the Eskimo this time. (Tobacco.)
'Ta-mar-mik?' the white man repeats.
This repetition of 'the whole fox worth?' bothers the Eskimo.
He is seized by a vague fear, dares no longer affirm himself, and
says finally in a meek voice:
'Napi-dlu-go* (Cut in two.)
Here is a problem he had not foreseen. What is he going to
take for the other half of the fox? He looks at the ceiling and
murmurs:
*Na-una? (I don't know.)
Suddenly an object on a shelf brings something to mind, and
he points:
'Tam-na-lo!* (That thing there.)
The trading goes on, and each time that the white man shoves
a fox under the counter the Eskimo learns that that fox has been
exhausted. So long as it remains on the counter, it continues to
possess purchasing power.
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